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ONE TREE
Hope for Nicaragua’s tropical forests







This book shows that good social and environmental 

practice can have a significant impact on people and 

on the use of natural resources.

Layasiksa, the forest community at the heart of the 

“One Tree” project, is an example of the kind of impact that is

possible.

The project was a successful collaboration between the

World Wildlife Fund (WWF), Simplemente Madera and IFC in

2005. The One Tree project built on earlier work by the WWF,

and lead to scaled up technical assistance that continues to

this day, helping to pave the way for Layasiksa to become an

independent and self-sustaining forest community.

What started as a simple and powerful idea has blossomed

into real gains for the community. Forests used to be seen as

barriers to the development of agriculture and pastureland –

but their value has grown as they have started to be man-

aged in a sustainable way.

Forests are now a prized asset for the communities that own

them – and for the greater good.

We believe that conservation and commerce can be 

balanced to meet the needs of people community’s like

Layasiksa.

Gonzalo Flores
IFC LAC OFFICE FOR ADVISORY SERVICES

Managua, Nicaragua



The One T ee a carapa guianens s
was chosen or ts 20m of straight trunk

A community gathers at the start 
of a journey
In a patch of dense tropical forest in a remote part of

Nicaragua, a small crowd gathered around the buttress roots

of a single tree, a slender carapa guianensis some 80 years

old. The trunk was covered in moss and vines, and here and

there, breaks in the bark revealed the pink tones of the sap

wood. Up in the canopy, the branches were home to hun-

dreds of wild orchids.

This tree was going to be cut down and members of the

community that owned these forests were there to witness

it fall.

The felling of a tree is not an unusual event. Trees like this

one are being cut down at a rate of more than three thou-

sand a day – so fast that in the last 50 years nearly a half of

Nicaragua’s tropical forests have disappeared. On the face of

it, there was nothing particularly unusual about this tree or

its fate.

But this tree was special, as the crowd around its trunk

showed. Cutting it down marked the start of a project to cel-

ebrate just how valuable a single tree can be.
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In Nicaragua, 99% of the trees that are cut down are cleared

to make way for planting and pasture land. Only one in

every hundred trees is felled for its wood, and even then

only the straight part of the trunk is taken – usually less than

a half of the volume of the tree is used. The rest is discarded,

burnt, or left to rot.

The fate of our tree – the One Tree – was going to be differ-

ent. Every part of the tree was going to be used, as much as

possible, including the leaves and bark, the branches and

root wood. This single tree would produce planks, furniture,

plywood, art works, craft products, natural dyes, and even

energy.

In the course of transforming this tree into all these things,

the people and organizations involved were also trans-

formed – the community found a route to market and

began to exploit their forests in a sustainable way; the gov-

ernment, media and ordinary people were influenced.

Even for the team behind the project – lead by

Simplemente Madera, a leading Nicaraguan furniture maker

– the process was full of surprises and lead to important

changes in outlook and future direction.
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Families have been living in he community s 
forest outpost s nce 2003
The march of the agricu tural rontier has reduced
Nica aguas forest area by more han 50% in he last 15 years







The story of this tree and of Nicaragua’s disappearing forests

is in many ways the story of tropical forests all over the

world. In all these remote places, the same cast of characters

seems to operate and familiar plot lines run their course. It’s

a story of wood mafias and land grabbers, of impoverished

governments and under-resourced institutions, corruption

and bureaucracy.

At the heart of the story are the shrinking forests and the

communities that depend on them for survival. These com-

munities play a crucial role in protecting the forests that are

the lungs of the world – for the benefit of everyone.

Empowering these communities, supporting them with

technical help and advice, protecting their rights through

strong laws and policing, and helping them to reach a mar-

ket for certified wood creates a virtuous circle that can slow

and one day stop deforestation.

In telling the story of this tree, the aim is to spread a mes-

sage beyond Nicaragua’s borders. Can One Tree bring about

change? This book is the story of a bold attempt to do just

that.
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Above and R ght: Houses being bu lt in he Layas k a forest
R ch in grain pat ern and co or the wood f om the One Tree s
known as saba by the oca s and as royal mahogany
by furniture makers



Buttress roots of saba t ees can grow up to 3 m long 10 / NICARAGUAN ONE TREE

The chainsaw breaks the silence 
of the forest
The species carapa guianensis is found in dozens of countries

in the Americas, from the islands of Cuba and Trinidad in the

Caribbean, and on the mainland in the belt of forests that

run from Guatemala, down through Colombia and

Venezuela to Brazil and Peru.

Wherever it grows, the species carries its official Latin name,

although few people use it. The tree goes by a host of other

names too. As carapa guianensis is part of the mahogany

family, it has many related names – some call it Royal

mahogany, others know it as Brazilian mahogany or even

bastard mahogany. It has dozens of local names – andiroba,

carapa, cedro macho and crabwood – but here in the rain-

forests of the remote Atlantic coast of Nicaragua, it is called

simply ‘saba’ by the indigenous Miskito people.

In Nicaragua, saba is not the most highly-prized of the tropi-

cal woods – the illegal loggers target woods like mahogany

and tropical cedar which command the highest prices and

are usually exported. But saba is a fine wood, soft, yet

durable; good for making furniture and other products.

When it is cut, polished and finished, saba can be as richly-

colored and grained as the ‘premium’ woods.

Picking a saba tree out from the hundreds of tropical species

is not easy. Saba trees have flaky grey or brown bark, heart-

wood that is a light salmon or reddish brown color, and sap-

wood that is pinkish or pale brown. Many tropical trees have

similar characteristics. It is the saba’s leaves - which are large

and unusually textured – that are most readily spotted.

Saba trees thrive in rich, wet soils and, true to type, our tree

was growing a few metres away from a slow-moving stream,

a minor tributary of the Kukalaya river that runs 100 km

south and east to the Caribbean coast.
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Gathered around the trunk, the members of the Miskito

community of Layasiksa chatted as the final preparations for

the felling took place. The trees and dense vegetation muf-

fled the sounds of excited voices, giving a feeling of intimacy

and enclosure.

But before the chainsaw could begin its work, a small ceremony

was planned.The community pastor began with some prayers

and then led the group in a hymn: Demos Gracias al Senor ….”

We thank the Lord; we give our thanks to the Lord …”

Then it was the turn of Rufino Johnson, Layasiksa’s sindico,

their elected leader responsible for looking after the com-

munity’s resources. He reminded the people of Layasiksa of

the beliefs of their ancestors. ”The creator, the owner of

nature, has given us this treasure, and we must ask permis-

sion before we cut it down.” He led the group as they sang

two songs of thanks in Miskito.

“It was really beautiful and intimate, and there was a hush

when the singing stopped,” says Matthew Falkiner, a British

architect and furniture designer, and a long term resident of

Nicaragua. It was Falkiner’s company, Simplemente Madera

(which means “Just Wood”) that set the One Tree project in

motion.

Falkiner was inspired by an earlier ‘One Tree’ project – in

1998, a group of furniture makers in the UK used a 170 year

old Oak tree to demonstrate the ‘extraordinary value of

trees… and the unique beauty and versatility of wood.’

“When it was my turn to say a few words, I thanked the com-

munity for donating this tree, and said we would honor their

generosity by turning as much of the tree as possible into

beautiful things.”
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The quiet of the clearing was shattered as the chainsaw

roared into life. There had already been plenty of discussion

about how to cut the tree and where to make it fall to mini-

mize damage to other trees and young saplings. For the tim-

ber from this tree to be certified as ‘sustainable’ under the

Forestry Stewardship Council standards, care had to be taken

at every stage of the tree’s cutting and extraction.

Wielding the chainsaw was Cornelio Conrado, who had been

trained in felling techniques by the World Wildlife Fund.

Cornelio began by cutting the flared buttress roots out of

the way. Then he made an exploratory cut into the trunk. The

lower section was hollow and rotten in places, something

that is typical of a tree of this age. He made a few tentative

cuts here and there.

Finally, the tree began to fall with a deafening ripping and

crunching as the branches pulled free of the canopy. There

was a last minute scramble as some of the group ran clear

and the tree crashed into the undergrowth. The crowd gave

a whoop and many of them rushed to touch the trunk.

“When the tree was laid out on the ground, we were all sud-

denly aware of how huge it was,” Matthew recalled.“Lots of

people scrambled up onto the trunk – there was this irre-

sistible urge to dominate the alien thing that had landed

here.”
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rees around it leaving a arge window to the sky





Right Saturnino Conrados home is a s mp e wooden p a form
with a tha ch roof and a hammock for a bed

The cruel march of the agricultural
frontier
The area around the One Tree is the most sacred part of the

Layasiksa community’s lands and the part most under threat

from the advancing agricultural frontier. To protect their

forests from the clearing and burning that illegal settlers

bring, in 1996, the community set up an outpost a few kilo-

meters from the One Tree site. They called the new village

Layasiksa Forest’ and their home village, 30km to the east

became known as ‘Layasiksa Lagoon’.

A few years after establishing the forest outpost, the com-

munity discovered that an illegal settlement had been

established on their lands. Hectares of precious tropical

woods had been burnt out and cleared for farming by a

group of around 40 families. For two years, the Layasiksa

community pleaded with the government and police to

intervene – without success.

In February 2004, the dispute over the land escalated.

Attempts to negotiate with the illegal settlers failed and the

situation spiraled into violent confrontation. After three days

of fighting – in which two people lost their lives and seven

were injured – the settlers fled.

“These people had taken possession of the community’s

most revered places,” said Saturnino Conrado, the founder of

Layasiksa Forest.“These were areas of virgin forest that we

had guarded as a reserve. We tried to resolve the dispute

peacefully and regret what happened.”

The violence triggered action from the authorities – the

community was censured, Layasiksa’s leaders were arrested

and sentenced to six months house arrest and the commu-

nity was fined $14,000.

Since this troubled beginning, the outpost at Layasiksa
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Forest has grown. Saturnino

Conrado, the original lone

inhabitant, was joined by

five families in 2000 and

twenty-six more in 2003.

Now, Layasiksa Forest is

home to 52 families and is a

collection of simple wood-

en houses with straw roof-

ing scattered across hillside

clearings and hilltops a few

kilometers from the One

Tree site.
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Life in the heart of the forest is not easy. There are no mod-

ern comforts – no electricity or running water, no road or

phone lines, no school or health centre. A makeshift church

has been made out of corrugated metal sheets and wooden

poles. The only access is an unmade road that is impassable

to buses and trucks for most of the year. Getting to

Poltranca, the nearest town means a three hour walk.

The people here survive from the forest – hunting, fishing

and cultivating subsistence crops. For some, there’s seasonal

work at PRADA, a commercial forestry company. In 2002, the

community granted the company a concession to manage

and exploit – to certified standards – nearly 5,000 hectares

of the community’s forests.

Setting up the forest outpost and granting the PRADA con-

cession were important steps for the community on the

path to earning a living from its forests in a way that respect-

ed the Miskito tradition of sustainable co-habitation with the

forest.
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Above Chi dren play on machinery used to cut racks 
into the o est to ac ess t mber
Right Even n the dry season small r ve s provide water 
for bathing and wash ng







Now, with the felling of the One Tree, a new phase had

begun for Layasiksa – and one element of this was a subtle

change in the way the community viewed the forest. For

many of the group watching the felling, this was their first

visit to the community’s forest outpost, the first time they

had connected with the realities of forestry work.

The journey from Layasiksa Lagoon had taken them two

days, as there are no roads, and the paths through the forest

are often impassable. So they took the long way round – first

a three hour trip in a panga (speedboat) up the coast to

Bilwi, the regional capital, then a bus ride on bad roads to

the inland town of Poltranca, finishing with a 7km walk to

the chosen tree.

As the group looked on, the trunk was cut into five 20 foot

lengths and then the chainsaw went to work on the branch-

es. Soon, the tree was cut into sections and ready to be

dragged out of the forest and loaded onto the waiting

haulage truck.
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Above The Wo ld W ldl fe Fund s 4 x 4 ruck brought n sup
p ies or the commun ty camped at he One T ee site
Left The commun ty s land is accessed by small tracks and
paths cut through he forest and swamp
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Above and R ght The dense vegetation around the tree was
lat ened by the sk dder as it dragged out p eces of the runk

After the noise and power of the felling, and the whine of

the chainsaw, another sensory shock was in store for the

people watching: enter the skidder, a monstrous articulated

4x4 tractor specially designed for forestry work. The roar of

its diesel engine was overpowering in the close quarters of

the forest as it clawed through the undergrowth, billowing

black smoke.

“The most shocking thing about that day was when the

skidder came in,” Rufino Johnson recalled.“It was so power-

ful; it ploughed through everything in its way.”

Planned extraction is an important aspect of any forestry

work – and for wood to be certified as sustainable, the pro-

ducers have to have an extraction method and plan that

minimizes damage to the forest floor and to young trees.

The One Tree was chosen because of its location near to the

road that served the forestry operation.

The skidder made eight trips to and from the road before its

job was done. Smaller branches, and sacks of leaves and

bark, were carried out to the road by hand. As the last of the

debris and the sawdust were collected, a small party began

to dig out the stump and the root wood – a job that would

take them another full day to complete.





Above and R ght Membe s of the communi y carry b anches
and seeds which will be used to make c afts and jewellery 24 / NICARAGUAN ONE TREE









The long, hard road from the forest 
to market
The Caribbean coast of Nicaragua is often described as

remote, even though a relatively modest distance – some

560 kilometers – separates the town of Bilwi on the

Caribbean coast from Managua, Nicaragua’s capital city, on

the Pacific side of the country.

Only one road makes it all the way across from one side of

the country to the other, and when the road is bad, as it usu-

ally is in the rainy season, the buses and trucks that attempt

the journey face wild river crossings, rickety bridges, mud

pools, and rutted sections so deep that vehicles all but dis-

appear into them. In conditions like this, the journey can take

a week or more.

Nicaragua is the poorest country in the Americas after Haiti

– and many of its roads, and the vehicles that travel on them,

reflect this. The truck hired to carry the One Tree was in typi-

cally bad shape – it had a leaking gear box, a battery that

didn’t work, and no brakes.

Fully laden with the five 20 foot long sections of the trunk –

the sawn ends now carefully painted with certification num-

bers – plus branches and rootstock, the truck and its two

man crew faced a difficult 450 kilometer journey to the lum-

beryard near Managua where the wood would be

processed.
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Above and R ght The journey from he forest to the sawm ll
near Managua can take up to 3 days depending on the sta e of
the roads
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Transporting timber is one of the main challenges facing

Nicaragua´s forestry industry. Getting wood out of remote

forests is expensive and the existence of a road often deter-

mines which areas are felled. The costs also determine which

species are cost-effective to harvest.

The most prized woods like mahogany currently sell in

Managua for around $3.00 per ‘board foot’, a wood industry

measure for a volume of wood one foot square and one

inch thick.

Our saba tree would be sold for between $0.75 – $1.10 per

board foot, with the cost of transporting it across the coun-

try coming to around $0.15 per board foot. To this cost has

to be added that of cutting and extracting the tree, milling

the wood, fumigation and stacking and the taxes that have

to be paid on the operation and wood produced. The small

profit margin means that dozens of tree species – like saba –

are not economical to extract.

The result is the selective felling of the more valuable

species, which is often carried out illegally and which causes

disproportionate damage to the forest. The managed, sus-

tainable approach required for wood to be ‘certified’ is

designed so that logging has minimal impact on the forest –

and maintaining tree diversity is one key element of any cer-

tified forestry operation.
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Above Bridges ike th s one are bui t al ow t ucks to get nto
he heart of he forest

Right Timber be ng oaded n odrying k lns n Masaya







There are two parts of the certification process. The first

applies to the trees in the forest and the way they are man-

aged, selected for felling and extracted. The second part –

known as the chain of custody – monitors the use of the

timber as it is transformed from a tree into finished products,

laboriously tracking the wood from its source through every

stage of its transformation.

The tracking of the logs from the One Tree began in the

heart of the forest – the ends of each log were painted a dis-

tinctive color and marked with identification numbers. These

numbers were recorded at municipal checkpoints as the

truck made its way from the forest to the lumber yard. From

there, the different pieces of the tree were tracked by

Simplemente Madera’s chain of custody management pro-

cedures right through to the finished products.

“It’s an onerous process,” said Matthew Falkiner.“We have to

track our inventory and carefully manage our wood store; we

need to know the source of timber used in each piece of

furniture.” Every year, SmartWood, the certifying body, audits

the sources and uses of the company’s wood – even check-

ing records of the volume of waste wood that is produced.

Simplemente Madera is able sell ‘certified’ furniture only

when it has completed the chain of custody monitoring of

timber that comes from a certified forest. The company’s fur-

niture is marked with a label stating the source of the wood,

the species, and the date the piece was manufactured.
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Above and R ght The FSC ogo s known around the wor d
as a benchmark or high fores y management standa ds



The community learns the hidden
value of trees
While the lumber yard was starting work on the logs from

the One Tree, back in the forest another phase of the One

Tree project was just getting started at Layasiksa Lagoon.

Life on the shores of the lagoon is tranquil, but far from easy.

The people survive by hunting, fishing and cultivating crops

such as yucca, plantain, rice and beans. The northern region

of Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast is the poorest and most

sparsely populated part of the country – just 250,000 people

live in an area the size of neighboring Costa Rica. There is

almost no formal employment and 90% of the population

are technically unemployed and survive by subsistence.

For this community, their forests are their most precious

resource but one that, up to now, has provided only a limit-

ed income. With the help of the WWF, the community was

establishing itself in the certified wood market. The One Tree

project was intended to support this work – and also to

deepen the community’s awareness of the value of their

forests.

A series of training sessions were organized to learn how to

best make use of the forest’s resources. In the first session, a

group of men and women made handcrafts from waste

materials from the saba tree.

Teresa Siero, an artist and handcrafts teacher, showed how

earrings, necklaces, bracelets, curtains and mobiles could be

made from the seeds, vines, fibers and dry branches collect-

ed from the One Tree.

Layasiksa community midwife Alina Stone Panting was one

of those that took part.“My only income is the $5 I earn

when I attend a birth. Sometimes we are short of food here

in Layasiksa, life can get hard, and I was interested in learning

new skills that could bring in a little bit more money.”
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Above Children earn how to make decorations with seeds
b ought f om the forest
Right Li e in Layasiksa Lagoon is not easy No oads connect it
with he outs de world
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In another training session, Fidencio Rivera, a Miskito healer,

took a group of women and children out into the forest to

learn about the different types of seeds, vines and plants.

Fidencio discussed the medicinal properties of the saba tree.

“The bark of the saba tree is an excellent fungicide,” he

explained.“During the rainy season here people often suffer

from fungal infections, and the bark can be used in various

ways to fight this.”

These sessions were designed to plant a seed in people’s

minds – the idea that the there were many ways the forest

could help support the community. There was already a

precedent for this – the harvesting of hujum palm oil, which

is used as a natural cosmetic. Every family in Layasiksa pro-

duces hujum oil for its own use, selling any excess in the

regional capital, Bilwi.
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Above and R ght The o e t produces much mo e than 
just imber  a a ge number of p an s have med cinal 
and other uses







Members of the community learned to make paper from

natural fibres. The group used plantain stalks – the banana-

like plants are widely cultivated in Nicaragua – but learnt

techniques that could also be used with other fibrous local

plants: the husks of yucca and corn, or wild pineapple stalks.

The stalks were cut into small pieces and then boiled in

water and lime for three hours until they were soft. The thick

paper paste was rinsed to remove the lime, blended until it

had an even consistency, then spread onto meshed screens.

The water was allowed to drain leaving a uniform layer of

the paper paste on the screen. These sheets of soft damp

paper were compressed to remove any remaining water, and

laid out to dry.

Kevyn Wightman showed how the bark from the saba tree

could be used to make dye.“Natural dyes have played a very

important role in the history of Central America and Mexico.

A main export during the Spanish colonization was a deep

purplish-red natural dye which the Mayans called

campeche.”

To make the dye, the bark was broken into small pieces and

soaked in water for a week. Then the water and bark pieces

were boiled for an hour, and strained to remove the bits.

Pieces of cotton fabric were stirred in the hot dye and hung

in the sun to dry. The process was repeated several times

until the cloth was a deep maroon color, with salt added on

the last dye so that the color set.

The children of Layasiksa also took part in many of these

activities. Afterwards, pupils at the community’s two schools

produced drawings, poems, riddles and stories that were

used to create a book – When the Earth Had No More Trees.

Published in both Miskito and Spanish, the book has been

distributed to schools throughout the region, spreading the

message of the value of forests to a generation that will

soon have to take on the fight to protect them.
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Above Children at the school n Layas ksa Lagoon
Left Making textured paper w th the pulp of the saba tree



The wood is divided and distributed
At the Don Bosco lumberyard on the outskirts of Masaya, the

One Tree team examined the five sections of saba trunk – 5

cubic meters of timber in all – along with the branches and

other pieces collected.

It was decided that the timber from the One Tree would be

distributed to different workshops, craft makers, artists and

other wood users. Much of the wood being used was of non

commercial quality and would normally have been sold as

firewood – a typical cubic meter of tree trunk yielding only

50% of commercial grade timber.

Over the next few months those who participated in the

project were to be challenged to create something unique

and exemplary from the wood they were given.
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Above and R ght Ski led operating of the sawmi l is essen
ial to m n mize waste
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Above and R ght Waste wood from he urn ture ndustry
can be use o make a range of wooden crafts

One consignment of saba wood was sent north to two craft

projects based near the town of Esteli, a few kilometers from

the border with Honduras.

One was La Casita, a unique venture run by David

Thompson. La Casita is many things – an organic farm, a

garden, a café, a workshop and a craft shop rolled into one.

Ten people work there, growing vegetables and plants, and

making jams, yogurt, bread and wooden toys. Thompson’s

aim is to show that it’s possible to live sustainably from a

piece of land without over-exploiting or destroying it.

In the workshop, the hollow branches and boards from the

saba tree are turned into educational toys and flower pots.

“The advantage of making handcrafts out of wood is that we

can use tree species and tree remnants that have almost no

commercial value, without wasting anything,” said David

Thompson. Educational puzzles made from wood are one of

the workshops most popular lines.“We choose the pieces of

wood that almost fit together so that we waste as little as

possible.”

A few miles away at the Los Pipitos youth centre One Tree

wood was being transformed in the workshop dedicated to

the training of both disabled and able-bodied young peo-

ple. The centre has the backing of various international

donors and NGOs and runs seven different small businesses:

a bakery selling bread to the local community, candle mak-

ers, catering, craft production as well as the woodwork shop.

The woodwork shop, which shares FSC chain of custody cer-

tification with Simplemente Madera, specializes in producing

educational materials, wooden toys, and furniture for chil-

dren.



“We work with certified wood to support the sustainable

management of forests and environmental protection,” said

David Valdivia, the centre’s director.“We also want to lead by

example in the way we prepare our raw materials; we use a

solar timber kiln and have good dust extraction systems –

something that very few carpentry workshops in this coun-

try use. These steps have helped us get certification. They

insure that we are meeting the quality standards required in

today’s market, and help us support our country’s human

development, through these young people. Certification ulti-

mately gives our products greater value.”

Meanwhile, the branches and roots of the One Tree were

offered to a number of individual artists and craft makers –

the design brief couldn’t have been simpler: take the waste

wood and make something beautiful, something of value.

Up and coming young sculptors were joined by well-known

local Nicaraguan names in taking on the challenge.

Ernesto Cardenal, sculptor, priest and former minister of cul-

ture took a piece of the tree and created an emblematic

heron, a bird commonly found on local lakes and rivers.

Miguel Angel Abarca shaped a part of the One Tree root

trusses into an injured bird – “Autumn” represented the dam-

age being done to the Nicaraguan forest as the agriculture

frontier advances.

Among the many small pieces created were a series of neck-

laces and earrings made by local jewelry makers. Silver and

precious stones were added to small pieces of wood to cre-

ate high-value pieces of different designs.
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Above Ernesto Cardenal He on
Right No ma Gomez Jewel ery made f om 
he saba trees branches
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Top eft Cotton bags co ou ed with dye ext acted 
f om the Saba tree
Bottom leftt Mar on Obando Sculpted f gu es
Top Right La Casita near Este i Coun ry scene 
w th oxen and cart
Bottom Right Wingar W lson Layasiksa ishing c a ts
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Top Left Miguel Angel Abarca Autumn
Made f om the bu tress roo s of the tree
Bottom Left Luis Mo ales Alonso Mummy
F sh Butt ess Roo s
Right Ot o Casti lo Totem





One log was turned into plywood, a typical usage for woods

like saba that are considered ‘second grade’. The log was sent

to PLYNIC, a local plywood factory.

“Making plywood as we did with the small log from

Layasiksa’s royal mahogany means breaking the wood down

and putting it back together,” said Salvador Mayorga, the

company’s general manager. Up to 11 thin layers are glued

together, with the grain in each layer at 90 degrees to the

last one – creating a very strong sheet.

“We put the better quality layers on the outside, and the

poorer quality ones on the inside. So, with a log with a 12-15

inch diameter, we can make an attractive board up to 12 feet

long and 1 inch thick.”

In a matter of a few hours, the log was stripped, pealed,

dried, glued and pressed into twelve 8 by 4 foot sheets of

5/8 inch thick plywood, which would later be used to make

display stands in the one tree exhibition in Managua.
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Above and R ght Making plywood is an eff cient use 
of t mber as ow qua ity wood can be used in he layers 
hat are not een
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Above and R ght Tonio F aum workshop in Monibo Ma aya
one of 18 workshops hat made p oducts with wood f om the
One T ee

The challenge of making furniture
from imperfect wood
Meanwhile, in the town of Masaya, the heartland of furniture

and craft production in Nicaragua, the sawn timber of the

One Tree had reached the network of small carpentry work-

shops that provide quality furniture to the Simplemente

Madera store in Managua.

Making furniture with the commercial grade timber was fair-

ly straight forward to – but the real challenge was to work

out what to do with the ‘flawed’ pieces taken from the hol-

low part of the lower trunk and the curved part of the but-

tress and trunk. These pieces had no commercial value and

would usually be discarded – the challenge was to prove

that something worthwhile could be made with them.

“We looked for unique ways to use these pieces,” said

Matthew Falkiner.“The hollow part was cut into slices to use

for tabletops, sculptures, or other artistic uses. The curved

parts of the trunk were cut into different sized boards.”

“The obvious thing to do with the wood with its splits, twists

and jagged edges was to create furniture in a rustic style, but

that wasn’t what we wanted to do. We wanted to find a way

to use the character of these wood pieces in a contempo-

rary way.”

It was a challenge the company was ready to take on. The

One Tree project had already clearly shown the huge vol-

ume of wood that was being wasted through lack of imagi-

nation and good design.

Since 1998 Simplemente Madera had grown from being a

tiny company specialising in traditional rocking chairs to

become one of Nicaragua’s leading furniture makers, known

for innovative design and high quality. Along the way, the

company championed sustainable forestry, certification and

7

ethical standards for the

workshops. In 2003, the

company voluntarily

stopped making furniture

with ‘endangered’ tree

species such as mahogany

and cedar. That didn’t affect

sales, and the company

became convinced that

many tree species could be

used as long as manufac-

turing quality and design

quality were kept high.
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Top Noguchi ab e S mplemen e Made a
Bottom Centre Tab e Valentina St l ch
Bookshelf Simplemente Madera
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Top School table and cha r S mp emente Madera
Bottom Plank chairs Rene Val ecil o
Right Gera d ne Mendoza Hammock Cha r
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Working with wood is in Falkiner’s blood. Although he

trained and worked as an architect before moving to

Nicaragua, he was brought up spending weekends and holi-

days working with his father, a carpentry teacher in the UK.

In 1995 Falkiner was working in an architecture firm in

London when the opportunity arose to take on a project in

Nicaragua with the Peace and Hope Trust, a British charity

working to alleviate poverty in Central America. Matthew

took a ten month sabbatical from the firm, fully intending to

return to his job in London.

“We’d go out in dug-out canoes armed with a chain saw and

cut down trees to make houses in the Rio San Juan area. I

knew nothing about certification then, but it was incredible

to be working in one of the poorest and most isolated parts

of the world and to be surrounded by some of the richest

and most incredible forests.” More architecture projects

came along and Falkiner also started a small furniture export

business - work that eventually lead to the creation of

Simplemente Madera..

In 2002, Simplemente Madera joined forces with

Agroforestal, a family-owned company with a similar outlook

on issues of sustainable forestry and certified wood.

Agroforestal was a new venture for entrepreneurial

Frenchman Clement Ponçon, an agronomist who had first

moved to Nicaragua in 1976.

For some years, the Ponçon family had been reforesting their

own lands – and the launch of Agroforestal saw them move

into large scale tree farming at four properties around the

country. To date some 3 million trees have been planted in a

variety of precious tropical woods, including oak, walnut and

African mahogany.
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In 2004, the Agroforestal tree farms were certified by

SmartWood to FSC standards. The wood produced already

provides Simplemente Madera with a source of certified

wood to make furniture. In 2004, the collaboration between

the two companies was showcased with the opening of

Morgan’s Rock, a luxurious eco hotel designed and furnished

by Simplemente Madera and located in the edge of

Agroforestal´s pacific coast plantation in San Juan del Sur.

As well as organic home grown food, the hotel offers eco

tours of the plantations and information on local environ-

mental issues. Both the hotel and its furniture were built

using a mixture of timber from the Agroforestal plantation as

well as hardwood from Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast.

“We took a risk with Morgan’s Rock; there is no air condition-

ing, no room service and no cable TV; we wanted the guests

to enjoy contact with nature, get back to basics, enjoy the

sounds smells and feel of the tropics and show the warmth

of the people through great quality service” says Eric

Ponçon.

It was a gamble that paid off. Morgan’s Rock has been a

great success and has helped put Nicaragua on the interna-

tional tourist map. At the same time, the hotel acts as a

showcase for the potential of the Nicaraguan forestry indus-

try.
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For Simplemente Madera, the same philosophy informed the

work on Morgan’s Rock and on the One Tree project – both were

about showing that environmental sustainability could make

business sense,and in the long run is the only viable approach.

The immediate challenge for the company’s designers and crafts-

men was to find a way to use the aged, twisted, split and imper-

fect wood that represented more than 50% of the One Tree.

It was a dining table that showed the way. Paul Maholly, an

Irish furniture maker working with Simplemente Madera, took

two radial slices from the tree’s lower sections – complete

with curves, cracks and other imperfections. He joined two

large asymmetrical sections so they lay head to toe, and by

insetting pieces of other woods, a large table top was created

– beautiful, full of character, modern and wholly original.

“Paul’s dining table was the breakthrough - it showed us

what was possible,” said Falkiner.“After that the ideas of how

to use these unusual pieces really started to flow. That din-

ing table was the inspiration for what is now known as the

Mombacho range, one of Simplemente Madera’s strongest

furniture lines accounting for more than half the sales.

“We look at the wood in a different way now” says Gustavo

Espinoza, a Simplemente Madera designer.“I go to the

sawmill and pick out all the boards with interesting defects –

there are lots of them. The sawmill operator thinks I am crazy,

but he is starting to get used to it, and even gets excited

when he cuts a log and discovers wood with imperfections

and heavy figuring!”

Since the One Tree project ended, Simplemente Madera has

worked closely with the Layasiksa community, looking at the

typical waste coming from the sawmill operation and finding

ways to identify at source the sort of wood that could be used in

the Mombacho furniture range.Using this approach means that

yield from a tree trunk goes up from around 50% to 80-90%.
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Furn ture f om Simplemente Maderas Mombacho co lect on
 pieces designed to celebrate the cha ac er and features of
imperfect wood
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Above and Left The One Tree exh b tion n the Na ional
Pa a e Managua was vis ted by more than 4 000 people

Good news and bad news 
for tropical forests
In March 2005, the One Tree project reached its climax with

an exhibition in Managua’s Palacio de Cultura featuring all of

the different wooden products made from the Layasiksa

tree. There were 130 different pieces in all – round tables,

dinning tables, chairs, book cases, a host of sculptures of dif-

ferent kinds, benches and beds, even a wooden hand basin.

One of the saba logs had been turned into an exhibit show-

ing the different ways logs are sawn.

Information panels describing the project were exhibited

around the space, describing the project, with maps and

photos and diagrams bringing to life the issues and chal-

lenges of sustainable forestry. A 30 minute video commis-

sioned by the One Tree team, showing the process from

felling to furniture, was playing on a loop.

For a week after the opening, the cultural centre in the heart

of old Managua was thrown open to the public – and in par-

ticular to children. Fleets of battered yellow school buses,

cast offs from different parts of the US, ferried classes from

the city’s schools and suburbs to find out about what could

be made from a single tree.

The One Tree team had trained guides to show them

around, and created study sheets for the children to work

through. A group from the Layasiksa community was always

on hand to answer questions.
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“Generally, there is very little positive news about the wood

sector”, says Rosario Checa, the One Tree project manager, ”so

the One Tree exhibition made quite a splash in the

Nicaraguan media, We were able to say that this tree, which

a lumberyard would have paid just $86 for, was turned into

furniture and other products worth around $13,000 – it was

a good story.”

Coverage of the wood sector in Nicaragua is often about the

activities of the wood mafias, cases of bribery and corrup-

tion, land grabbing and territorial disputes, all against a back-

drop of the relentless destruction of the country’s forests.

Successive Nicaraguan governments have worked hard to

create the legal framework to protect the remaining forests,

introducing a new forestry law after a wide consultation

with the wood sector and a review of best international

practices. Law 462, unveiled in 2003, was a considerable

achievement – a sophisticated and thorough piece of legis-

lation.

“It’s a good law,” said Matthew Falkiner.“It took ten years to

put together, and every sector was consulted, but the reality

was, and is, that the government and police have limited

resources to properly enforce it.”
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Left The Kum Kum iver choked wi h i lega ly fel ed trees 
h s pho ograph made the f ont page of La Prensa in FECHA

and ed to a emporary ban on all fores ry activ ty

Just how serious illegal logging had become was brought

home in May 2006, a year after the One Tree exhibition, by a

report in La Prensa, a leading Nicaraguan newspaper. The

story was about the activities of the wood mafias and their

use of remote rivers to float whole trunks of precious tropical

trees out of the forest to places where they could be landed,

sawn and exported.

It was the pictures that really hit home: they showed a broad

river that was entirely choked with the giant trunks of rain-

forest trees. It was shocking. It captured the scale of the ille-

gal trade in wood, which is estimated to account for some

45% of wood used or exported in Nicaragua.

The government’s response was rapid and severe – a total

ban on all tree felling was ordered. It was a ‘veda’, a closed

season for the forestry industry. Initially just a three month

ban, the measures were formalized and refined in June. The

new law outlawed the felling of six tree species – mahogany,

pine, and cedar among them - for a period of ten years, as

well as a total ban on the export of sawn wood.

The veda had a dramatic effect on exports of timber – which

dropped from $14million in 2005 to just $4million the fol-

lowing year.

The new law divided the wood industry, with some welcom-

ing the move as a necessary last resort and others damning

it as ineffective against the illegal trade in wood.

“The veda law was recognition by the government that it

didn’t have the resources to police the whole wood sector,”

said Matthew Falkiner.“The legal wood industry has suffered

as a result, but considerably less endangered wood has been

cut.”
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According to the WWF, long term vedas in other countries

have had a negative impact.“A veda does nothing to stop

the advancing of the agricultural frontier – quite the oppo-

site,” says Janja Eke of the WWF.“If you can’t live from the tim-

ber in the forest you are more likely to turn a blind eye to it

being cut down and used for agriculture or do it yourself..

The veda law was put in place because of inability to imple-

ment the forestry law 462 but the same incapacity exists in

the implementation of the veda law. It makes more sense to

solve the implementation problems of the original law “

The logic behind the ban on exports was that the govern-

ment believed Nicaragua should not sell its precious

resource so cheap, and should instead develop national

capacity to process wood and turn it into furniture and

value-added products – meaning better use of the wood,

less impact on the forests and a boost to the economy.

The hitch is that Nicaragua does not have a large enough

processing industry to handle the volume of wood the

country can sustainably produce. All the country’s sawmills

and factories combined can barely handle half of what the

forests could produce in a year. As things stand, the wood

sector can only grow if more processing capacity is put in

place.

“It’s only if wood starts to have a greater value that forestry

starts to become a real alternative, in economic terms, to

using the same land for agriculture,” explained Rosario

Checa.“Banks offer loans to farmers with access to pasture

land but not to forestry projects. Until this changes, it will

always pay better to cut and burn to clear the land for pas-

ture or crops.”



The road ahead for the community
The veda came just as the Layasiksa community was begin-

ning to feel the benefit of the four years of effort required to

obtain certified status with the help of the WWF.

“We’re certified now and have a management plan, but we

can’t export our wood and have to sell it on the local market

for a much lower price,” said Rufino Johnson.“We were just

getting established and had the contacts to sell the wood

when this law came out. Last year we lost around $28,000 of

business and 68 m3 of wood that was spoiled by rot and ter-

mites because we couldn t sell it.”

In 2004, the community had made its first nominal profit

from forestry, and the following year made a healthy $20,000

– a considerable sum of money for a community surviving

from what it can grow or catch. The new flow of income

brought an unexpected challenge – how to manage the

money for the benefit of the whole community.

“The money we obtained that first year was distributed to

everybody in the community,” recalled Rufino Johnson.“But

we realized this wasn’t a good idea. It meant bread today,

but hunger tomorrow. So when we looked around for alter-

natives that would really contribute to the community’s

development, we realized it made more sense to create a

community fund.”

“With this fund we could invest in scholarships, and to stock

our health center with medicines, and build more walkways

in the town, and obtain a means of transportation for emer-

gencies.”

Money from the sale of the One Tree furniture and crafts has

also been used to create a grant scheme for the community,

to sponsor students through university.
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Above Rufino John on a Layasiksa leader whose ded ca ion
o the fo est is start ng to reap bene its for the community

Right A saw pit the t ad tional way of cut ing logs n 
communit es l ke Layasika
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Since starting work with Layasiksa, the WWF has developed

community forestry projects in two other indigenous coastal

communities. One is Bloque Sipbaa, a group of six separate

communities whose combined territories cover 12,000

hectares. The other is Las Crucetas, a community that owns

11,000 hectares of Caribbean pine, a highly-prized species.

Both of these projects aim to certify their forestry operations

during 2007 - 2008.“Education is the biggest challenge these

communities face,” said Rufino Johnson.“They will have to

prepare to own the projects themselves and develop the

skills to manage the work as well as the natural resources.”

In the meantime, well managed concessions are a short term

alterative for most communities. Certification of the Layasiksa

forest was first made possible through the enlightened con-

cession developed between the community and the PRADA

plywood company, an initiative developed by the WWF. The

experience helped develop capacity to run the business side

of forestry management within the community and led to

the community’s certification of a large area of forest.

The positive experiences of Layasiksa, Bloque Sipbaa and Las

Crucetas have been partially responsible for a growing con-

sensus in the government and among forestry NGOs that

community forestry is a way to a sustainable future.

In 2006, the regional government proposed the creation of a

Community forestry group (Bloque Forestal Comunitaria), an

alliance of seven key national and international organiza-

tions in collaboration with Nicaragua’s national forestry

agency, INAFOR.

Building on the Layasiksa community’s experience, the

alliance aims to promote community forestry initiatives

throughout the Caribbean region, where it is estimated that

that 45 different indigenous communities own some

200,000 - 300,000 hectares of forests.
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The need for certified wood in Nicaragua is growing, and for

the moment the Layasiksa community is one of a very small

number of producers with a FSC certified forestry operation.

The future looks bright for them.

Both within Nicaragua and internationally, demand for trace-

able products and raw materials, with credible certification,

will only continue to rise, as awareness of the destruction of

the tropical forests grows.

Meanwhile, plantation timber will play an increasingly vital

role in balancing the demand for raw material. The tree

farms will support rather than compete with the natural

forests such as Layasiksa.

“Nicaragua is rich in forestry potential,” said Matthew Falkiner.

“There is still time to manage the remaining forests and

ensure they survive so future generations can benefit.”

Agroforestal and Simplemente Madera are leading the way.

The companies have established a 50,000 square foot wood

processing factory to produce engineered construction lum-

ber, doors and larger volumes of solid wood furniture from

certified wood, some of it from plantations and some of it

from forests.

“We are using the wood from these different sources to

make many kinds of products,” said Falkiner.“It is important

to get the most out of all types of wood – plantation, natural

forest, wood that is perfect and wood that has flaws. As the

One Tree project shows, an eighty year old cedar tree has

many uses that fully exploit its character and richness.”. It has

great value that should not be wasted. An eight year old

plantation tree offers other alternatives. We have to learn to

combine these sources using each where it is most appro-

priate and making sure we maximize their value”.
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Agroforestal has plans to expand its replanting and tree

farming operations with the help of US investors. “We are

investing because it’s a very attractive, low risk over a long

horizon – and it’s a great story,” says John Warrington one of

the lead investors.“We’re using our knowledge of the finan-

cial community in the US and Europe to bring more invest-

ment into this project. So far the prospect has been very well

received. No part of this story is bad – it’s an ethical invest-

ment that takes the pressure off the tropical forests.”

Agroforestal is not alone in believing in the future of

Nicaragua’s forestry industry. Other investors are beginning

to work on long-term projects, looking very seriously at the

converging elements which make Nicaragua an attractive

place to plant trees.

In Layasiksa too there is optimism - the community has lived

from hand to mouth for so long and now stability and long-

term development are possible.

“Despite the difficulties, such as the veda, we are making

progress,” said Rufino Johnson.“We have managed to reduce

the poverty of our community a little bit by making good

use of our forests.”

“We’ve been praised as a model community and through

the One Tree project and the WWF we have developed the

skills and the contacts to make a living from our lands.”

Can One Tree make a difference? Only time will tell. What

seems certain now is that the forestry industry has the

potential to play a significant role in creating a positive

future for Nicaragua.
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